SeQent: Real-Time
Decision Solutions
Proactively monitor industrial systems and
dispatch key alarms to communication
devices such as Zebra Workforce Connect.

SeQent’s software bridge allows you to receive crucial information from your factory floor in the
palm of your hand. Get alarms and event notiﬁcations sent to your device, learn about equipment
problems before they happen, and respond to emergencies quickly. With SeQent and Zebra, you
maintain real-time plant connectivity through a user-friendly platform.

FirstPAGE™
SeQent’s FirstPAGE is an automated messaging platform that empowers you to send messages
either manually or automatically to everyone in your organization at once.
FirstPAGE is capable of sending thousands of messages per hour in near real-time. Your team receives messages on whatever connected devices they use, including mobile computers, two-way
radios, smartphones with Workforce Connect clients, and PA systems. FirstPAGE offers an impressive set of features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Message delivery to a wide range of devices
Support for any national service provider or any in-house paging system
Distributed architecture supporting an unlimited number of providers, destinations, and distribution lists
Data publication in near real-time from multiple sources
Support for automated fallback to alternate communication paths to deliver messages to providers
Support for a wide variety of protocols
Full suite of administration tools—all accessible remotely

FirstPAGE Alarm Manager™
Get critical alerts with SeQent’s FirstPAGE Alarm Manager. Alarm Manager sends alerts when
alarms are triggered by safety and equipment monitoring systems on your factory floor.
Alarm systems are routed into our FirstPAGE Alarm Manager Server. The server executes messaging based on the hierarchy of staff you select, and includes options for repeat messaging as
events age, a delay before sending an initial message to ensure the event is not transient, and
multiple levels of escalation. Get the critical data alerts you need exactly how you want to receive
them with FirstPAGE Alarm Manager:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manages the entire life cycle of alarms from initiation to termination
Is easily scalable to thousands of alarms per hour
Dispatches alarms with a single server from 20+ homogeneous or heterogeneous gateways
Requires only a source system to report “alarm active” and “alarm inactive” for any alarming event
Suppresses momentary alarms until a full alarm condition is detected with initial delay feature
Maps wildcard and speciﬁc alarms
Imports/exports for easy mass conﬁguration and reconﬁguration
Enables real-time embedded alarm values
Sends messages from multiple applications to the same device
Interfaces with leading industrial HMI SCADA/data collection companies

Zebra Technologies Workforce Connect

Workforce Connect is a key part of Zebra’s broad portfolio of solutions for industries that need
connected factories and warehouses. It includes voice calls and immediate communications with
co-workers, and is effective for global teams, remote workers, and off-site management. Workforce
Connect can streamline workflows and seamlessly connect teams.
FirstPAGE connects to Zebra’s Workforce Connect solution, which allows organizations to combine
all voice and data communications into one multi-functional mobile computer.
Instead of working with multiple devices, FirstPAGE and Workforce Connect allow your team to
receive important information about events and alarms on the factory floor on one device:
• Full Redundancy supported
• Detailed text message transaction logging
• End-to-End message traceability

Contact SeQent to Explore the
Power of Real-Time Decision Solutions
SeQent has been providing innovative solutions to manufacturers for over two decades, with a global
customer base focused around discrete and process manufacturing. Discover why SeQent is the
premier choice for your plant-floor messaging and communication needs.
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